
 

DRAFT 

Positive Steps Kemnay 

Committee Meeting Minutes 12.06.20 

Attending: Rob Mackay (Chair), Hilda Hart, Hamish Simpson, 
Madge Beattie, Suzanne Forbes-Murray, Pam Wheatley, Anne 
Reid, Muriel Brydon, Ian Booth 

Apologies:  Derek King 

1. Welcome by Rob Mackay. Ian welcomed as new Committee 
Member and for taking on post of Secretary 
 

2. Minutes of February 7th Meeting 

Approved. Given time between meetings due to Covid 
situation, and lots of things not happened since meeting 

Matters Arising 

      £50 cheque was received and banked 

3. Annual Reports 2019-2020 

Rob stated that he had signed off the Annual Report and 
Accounts as presented at the recent virtual AGM. Hilda 
reported that these had been sent off to OSCR both 
electronically and by post. 
 

4. Finances / Budget 
Hilda reported that there were no changes in finances since 
the AGM report. Bank balance was still £3,192.04 
 
We can apply again to Co-op for a grant. This would be for 
budget year 2021-22, but submission by end June 2020. It 
was thought that we could expect similar amount of £2,500 
for full year. The Committee agreed that it makes sense to top 
up funds for this time.  
Discussion ensued about setting a base reserve to ensure we 
would have sufficient to cover for hall costs or a year (£742 
last time) and a little extra. This was agreed as £1,000 reserve.  



Hamish suggested that we should set an annual budget with 
specific items identified, such as hall rental, bus trips, Midas 
bus tests where applicable, admin costs for printing etc. This 
was thought a good idea. Pam asked about insurance costs, 
and Rob confirmed that Public Liability insurance s covered 
through Paths For All (PFA). We may also have to cover some 
training costs, although most courses are covered through 
PFA or Aberdeenshire Council. 
 

5. Plan to Return to Walking 

We have received very comprehensive guidance from PFA, and 
this would be added to and adapted as we work through the 
various phases of lockdown exit, as dictated through Scottish 
Gov’t.  

Rob has sought further guidance in relation to Strength and 
Balance sessions taking place initially outdoors as many 
members would require seats during or after exercises. Also, 
for the Health Walks, the social side of things, (tea and 
scones) and a sit-down blether would not be able to happen in 
the traditional manner. It was suggested that the Community 
Garden at Birley Bush has lots of chairs and that could be an 
assembly place before or after a walk. 

Some walkers may be apprehensive or anxious about getting 
back into walking after such a long period, and we must take 
account of this, when considering starting up with groups of 
walkers. PFA has also produced guidance for Buddy Walk 
(one to one) walking to assist in this regard, but it would be 
up to walkers to organise themselves in this respect and not 
through the formality of health walk per se. Muriel suggested 
that the Committee could help with lists of walkers with 
phone numbers so that contact could be made in this regard. 
Anne also stated that having no Kemnay Newsletter does not 
help in respect of communications with walkers and other 
interested parties.   

As the Village Hall is no longer a designated meeting place for 
the foreseeable future, other places such as the Village Green 
or Birley Bush could be used as walk start and end points, 
with social distance in mind, or for Buddy Walks, it could be 



that one person calls round to the house of the other. Also, for 
Health and Buddy walks each walker would need to carry 
hand sanitiser, and those with walking poles could take them 
and use if required if someone needs assistance during a 
walk.  

From the next announcement from Scottish Gov’t on 18th 
June it is expected that more freedom of movement and 
meeting people will be forthcoming. In that respect it was 
agreed that as far as walking is concerned, that “all bets are 
on” 

We would now require to hold conversations with Health Walk 
Volunteer Leaders, in respect of their desire and willingness to 
pick up the reins again. PFA have produced a flowsheet 
Returning to a Walk Leader Role, which sets out a pathway 
for Leaders in respect of getting started again. PFA stress that 
people’s personal health considerations must come first ahead 
of any voluntary position. Those Leaders and Walkers who are 
still in shielding must continue to do so for their own personal 
health. So, we must consult Walk Leaders, whether they 
would be willing / able to come back.  

Walks also need to be reassessed in respect of risk 
assessment operating under Covid-19 conditions. PFA have 
published a risk assessment form in this respect. It was 
agreed initially that we could assess two walks, namely -  

Birley Bush – Wilderness – Birley Bush  

Fetternear car park – Bishop’s Palace - car park, 

using these as start and finish points. Hamish agreed that he 
could carry out these assessments and Ian agreed to assist. 

There is also a new Walkers Agreement to be read out at the 
start of a walk, again produces by PFA, which clearly 
stipulates obligations and agreement between walkers and 
walk leaders.  

       

  



 

6 Publicity / Promotion 
Through Aberdeenshire Council case studies have been 
submitted and will feature on Aberdeenshire Council 
Facebook site. Rob was commended for pulling all this 
together for Positive Steps Kemnay (PSK). This case study 
also highlights measures that have been taken during 
lockdown conditions, keeping in touch with Members. Rob 
also stated that a periodic newsletter could be published to 
keep all members informed of developments and resources.  
It was stated that phone calls to those not on social media 
were much appreciated at this time.  
 
PSK also has its own Facebook page, administered by Hilda 
and Suzanne. Posts include information from various 
organisations such as Move More Aberdeenshire, 
Aberdeenshire Health walks, Strength and Balance exercises, 
Greener Kemnay info, Kemnay Art Project (James Winnett) 
etc, as well as members photos. Hilda reported that these 
has been unsolicited and unconnected posts on the site, so 
in the meantime, any new posts would require Admin 
approval. Suzanne stated that we could make this a closed 
group with only members allowed to add material. This will 
be considered and reported back at a subsequent meeting. 
Some discussion took place about the site and not all people 
being on Facebook, as social media has played a big part in 
communications and keeping up to date with official 
information during the lockdown period. It was agreed that 
we still need to continue and contact those that are not on 
social media.  
 

7. Kemnay Paths Group 
Rob reported that the two draft walking maps continue to be 
commented on by Rob, Hilda and Hamish, although it has 
been a slow process during lockdown. Photos on the maps 
have been considered and Hilda reported that she is in 
discussion with John MacLeod, who posts as Jack n’ Me on 



All About Kemnay site, with some beautiful and unusual 
photos of local areas he has walked with his dog.  
Our comments and photographs have been submitted to 
Aberdeenshire Council to send off to the cartographer (not 
working through lockdown period).  
The signpost for directing people to Dalmadilly Ponds is 
ready to be erected and will be installed when Council 
workers are back from lockdown. 
 

8. Privacy Policy and Data Protection 
An updated Consent Form has been published by PFA., 
which will be put to all members in due course, and this will 
include permission for video content, which was not 
included in the original. The method of dissemination to 
walkers was discussed, as forms cannot currently be passed 
from hand to hand. This form was agreed to be adopted.  
 
A broader discussion on Data Protection will be carried over 
to the next Committee meeting.  
 

9. Any Other Business  
Hamish mentioned about the path leading to Dalmadilly 
ponds being overgrown at the edges and would need 
trimmed. Rob and Hilda will take this to the Paths Group.  
 
Hamish mentioned about the proposed meeting with the 
Health Walk Leaders, and it was agreed that this would be 
scheduled during week commencing 22nd June, once the 
next Scottish Gov’t announcement is past.  
 
Date of next meeting – agreed as 17th July at 1030 hours.  

 

        

 


